
The Quest for the Dragon’s Eye

Cast & Crew:
● Jake, Maggie, Anna, Rachel, Fletcher
● Lawrence, Susan, Shannon, Rachel W.

Characters:
● ThunderChicken: A Thunderbird who is afraid to hurt people

with his powers

● Sphinx: A Sphynx who thinks her ex (The Thunderbird) is
dangerous

● Max the Great: The Monster that guards the Dragon’s Eye

● Crowd of Hyenas, Bears and Wolves: Witnesses to the big
sword fight break up.

● Storytellers - a group gathered around the campfire in the dark
forest   (All the main cast: Jake, Maggie, Anna, Rachel, Fletcher)

Settings:
● Campsite: Where our storytellers stop for the night

● Movie Theater: Where Thunderbird and Sphynx have their epic
break up sword fight

● Sailboat: The boat Thunderbird and Sphinx sail to find the
Dragon’s Eye

● Museum Campus - Where the Dragon’s Eye is discovered, and
where the Sphinx finally has great pizza

Plot:
Gather around the campfire. It’s almost time for bed and a request is
made for one last, non scary story. Perhaps an action adventure love
story?



Our story begins in the middle as Thunderbird makes their decision to
find the Dragon’s Eye so that they can control his powers. Thunderbird
is afraid they’ll hurt people with his powers and the Dragon’s Eye grants
you wishes. They  know  they will need help. Who can they ask?
They’ve been isolated for so long and have no friends to ask.
Thunderbird realizes they have to ask their ex, the Sphinx.

They have a flashback to their massive public breakup at the movie
theater. In public, the Thunderbird is pretty mean to others. Thunderbird
does this because they can’t control their powers and are afraid they
will hurt someone. The Sphinx doesn’t know this and is tired of them
being so mean and rude and that is what sets off the fight.

Fast forward to present day and Thunderbird asks Sphinx for help.
Sphinx only agrees because they love traveling and they’ve been dying
to find the perfect piece of pizza. Thunderbird and Sphinx begin a
voyage on a sailboat to find the Dragon’s Eye. To pass the time they
sing a quick sea shanty. They search far and wide until they come to
Chicago and discover that the Dragon’s Eye is in Chicago at Museum
Campus, being guarded by Max the Great.

At the climax of our story, Thunderbird and Sphinx have to beat a
video game, Giorgio Bros. in order to win the Dragon’s Eye. They
discover they are both great at playing video games. But at one
moment the Sphinx is about to die in the game and the Thunderbird
throws them a 2nd life power up. Giorgio Bros can’t defeat them when
they work together and they win the game!

At the end, the Sphinx sees that the Thunderbird isn’t a monster, they
were just keeping people away to keep from hurting others. They get
back together, find some fantastic Chicago deep dish pizza, and then
set sail and many more adventures.

Theme:

Never judge a book by it’s cover.



Genre & Styles:
● Adventure
● Romance


